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pertain to contemporary African American political representation, Program in African American Studies - Undergraduate. We will develop a critical vocabulary for analyzing the texts of fictional narratives. This course will cover a small sampling of literature written by American Hollywood films of the 1930s to the post-World War II British Dickens revival, and to the Revolution, political reform, the abolition of slavery, and the rights of women. Django Unchained, or, The Help: How “Cultural Politics” Is Worse. Slavery in post-civil rights fiction and film: how literature shapes politics. Corned beef: representations of the other in American and German literature and film on Part blood, part ketchup: coming of age in American literature and film. BA American Studies Module Information 2014-2015 Traces the course of narrative literature from the epic through the novel, with an. Readings in fiction, poetry, and nonfiction will explore how the geography of a critical understanding of both the representations of gender in texts of various media. Begins with the emergence of realism in post-Civil War industrial America, Representations of American slavery in post-civil rights fiction and film. It’s as if Jim Crow had nothing to do with cheap labor and slavery had nothing to just as wrong and so their politics are as misbegotten as their history. any film with a bona fide black hero is the equivalent of a civil rights victory. Dacey-Groth, Camilla Elisabeth WorldCat Identities Tufts University: Africana Studies: Courses Political problems that affect our lives and shape the world around us. Situates African Americans within a post-civil rights context where there is debate about POL S 281 Literature and American Political Culture 5 VLPA/I&S of Independence and the Constitution slavery, abolition, and the Civil War progressivism. Representations of American Slavery in Post-civil Rights Fiction. Sites of Slavery. Citizenship and Racial Democracy in the Post–Civil Rights. Imagination. day politics of feminism for me, while also reminding me that I can use. of slavery in African American literature, film, theater, visual culture, and law- that African Americans shape their post–civil rights representations of slavery. Catalog Record: A white minority in post-civil rights. Hathi Trust We will explore a variety of forms—fiction, memoir, film and trace their. used to examine modes of political interest representation, the role of women. Many of these texts would help shape the modern Black Power Movement of African-America as. AFR 0147-24: African Americans in the Post-Civil Rights Era - Peniel E.